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Tourist industry is completely dependent on transport, its safety,
speed and service provided by the tourist during his travel. For organizers
and travelers are important relationships with transportation organizations,
in particular knowledge of the rules of interaction with them in terms of
service, discounts and incentives on the sale of transport services.
Let’s explain transport connection with the development of tourism
and define the crucial role of the first:
• Transport existed as a separate branch of the economy before the
emergence of demand for tourism and transformation in a social need;
• transport can operate separately and independently from tourism,
while the reverse is not possible;
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• tourism is heavily dependent on the state and functioning transport
system than passenger transport by tourist development;
• evolution of transport has created the basic conditions for the "lib-
eration" of tourist transport dependence - the only paradox that became a re-
ality with the advent of private cars and improved individual parameters of
the transport system.
The modern world transport system has achieved exceptionally high
degree of mass tourism and the democratization movement. Today transport
has  virtually  no  barriers  to  organizing  visits  to  any  corner  of  the  planet.
Moreover, within a day you can overcome any distance on the globe.
However, one should note unturned depending on the system "tour-
ism - transport".
Today, tourism is one of the main factors that determine the demand
for passenger transport in the world. This conclusion is based on the follow-
ing circumstances:
• In recent decades the predominant growth marked tourist trips
compared to trips, with not committed by tourist purposes;
•  there  was  a  clearly  expressed  trend  of  continuous  increase  in  the
relative proportion of stops in the tour as part of its overall length;
•  revenues  from  tourism  trip  that  is  an  incentive  for  passenger
transport are increasing;
• the share of transportation costs in total budget tourist trip in our
time ranging from one-quarter to two thirds [1, p. 164].
Thus, the high growth rates of tourist travel, a significant proportion
of total traffic, increase the mobility of tourists a direct impact on transport.
As part of the international community concrete result of this impact
can be considered in the following perspectives:
Firstly, there is the growing number of individual components of the
material base of all types of passenger cars, which are adapted to meet the
needs of tourists, going ships and aircraft building heavy-duty cars and dou-
ble-decker buses; ability to pass on sanitary buildings and transportis in-
creasing; in tourist centers new and reconstructed existing airports and rail-
way stations, sea and river pier are creating.
Secondly, there is the qualitative improvement of rolling stock and
fixed transport facilities. Focusing on the needs of tourists leads to changes
in the transportation system, which consist mainly in increasing technical
and operational speed of passenger vehicles, reducing travel time, improved
interior quality and service vehicles, improving their designs to meet the re-
quirements of tourists (empowering visual inspection , limiting engine
noise, vibrations, accommodation facilities in the cabin), ensuring increased
safety measures.
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Thirdly, improved organization of transport operations and services.
As a result of the increase of tourism stream came to life new forms of tour-
ism which require the introduction of innovative organizational methods,
forms and means. Thus, in many countries there are successfully operating
independent transport organizations whose sole activity is serving tourists in
the journey; also, special transport unit in the structure of most tourist busi-
nesses. The pronounced trend is the establishment of close links between
transport and tourism organizations to achieve optimal coordination of their
efforts in serving tourists. Reorganisation and redevelopment of transport
companies were increasingly occur depending on the conditions of the tour-
ism market. In addition, development of new tourist destinations and re-
gions always lead to organizational changes in the territorial redistribution
passenger transport routes. Growth of tourism stream brought to life the use
of such forms of service as combined transport services in formulas "train +
car",  "train  +  bus  +  boat",  "plane  +  car",  "ship  +  aircraft"  and so  on.  Fre-
quent and various actions to encourage tourists and special events in borders
of transport tariff policy, which main goal is to attract customers to a partic-
ular mode of transport, the formation of new tourist flows and their efficient
redistribution of classification and seasonality [2, p. 28-29].
So, given the close link Transport and Tourism we identify with the
term "tourist transport". However, the interpretation of this definition is
complicated, above all, the fact that public passenger transport simultane-
ously transports both tourists and ordinary passengers. In addition, people as
objects passenger transport is not formally be any distinction - tourists and
regular passenger transport services consume the same. The difference is
only in the motif of consumption that often remains invisible because no ex-
ternal manifestation. It applies only to transportation facility, that certain
rights, and transportation to the subject of travel motive is not significant.
Therefore, it is appropriate to define the term "tourist transport" as a
separate and independently specialized type of passenger transport service
is only for tourists when they travel or stay outside the place of permanent
residence.
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